Primary Scheme of VMMSCC Text for Re-conceptualizing Pre-service Elementary School Teachers’ Conceptions
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Abstract—Visual Multi-Media Supported Conceptual Change Text (VMMSCCText) has been developed to represent the neutral object concept turn into more real and meaningful learning. The primary design of VMMSCCText is a multimedia computer that allows users to explore the complete neutral object concept in terms of the present conceptual and practical. Pre-service elementary school teachers should be provided with the learning that might enhance the conceptions thought by re-conceptualizing concepts in the basic concept of science, specifically the concepts about static electricity. To collect and to analyze the data sincerely and systematically, researchers used a developing method of ADDIE which has comprehensive steps: analyzing, design, development, implementation, and evaluation. The ADDIE developing steps used to define systematically from the phase of analysis sequencer up until the evaluation sequencer. Based on data analysis, it can be determined that VMMSCCText could successfully increase understanding for re-conceptualizing about neutral object conceptions on pre-service elementary school teachers’.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nearly all concepts qualified in the pre-service elementary school teacher are related to the everyday life as these learners do not appear the physics periods as a tabula rasa [1], [2]. Earlier they happening to go to university and after the university times, while they are going to university, learners learn from their environment with distinct experiences. These distinct experiences multiply different mental structures about the concepts. But, on some cases, everyday life can deceive young minds. Ref. [2] defined the prior knowledge of the learners about the concepts as naïve knowledge and giving to them this knowledge is often wrong. This knowledge which is not constructed on a scientific ground may cause misconceptions. Ref. [3], [4] described the duration misconception as the knowledge which engagements with the scientific knowledge. In physics, there are many common misconceptions and several educations on these misconceptions indicated that it is hard to adjust young minds [4]. Really when a group of learners collects in a class and only one lecturer attempts to find their individual misconceptions, it can be interesting to restructure the conceptual schemas of the learners. On the further influence, as stated [5], the probability that a lecturer can also have misconceptions should not be gone.

One of the alternatives ways for removing misconceptions is using computer-supported instructional materials in a classroom [6]. Computer-supported instructional materials provide students to learn with their speeds, facilitate learning, and gives opportunities to repeat the course contents out of school. Courses handled with computer-supported instructional materials should be supported with pictures, videos, virtual experiment environments, animations, etc., [7 - 9]. Utilizing computers in classrooms have also effects on students' effective learning.

Therefore, there is an essential for a substance which could reorganize conceptual constructions of the learners. This substantial must be simply available and simply available and must advantage from previous knowledge of the learners. Though the use of this material, learners must comprehend both old and new experiences on a scientific basis. Ref. [10] developed the conceptual change texts (CCT) by adopting the stages of the conceptual change theory proposed by [5], [11]. CCT purposes at helping learners to change their misconceptions with scientific concepts. Rendering to [10], phases of CCTText through questions to the relevant individuals
with the purpose of discovery their existing misconceptions (dissatisfaction), challenge to existing misconceptions by using analogies (intelligibility), give the formal definitions of the concepts (plausibility) and provide new conditions for applying the new concept (fruitfulness). Several additional researchers have considered on the CCText since the study of Roth. Several studies [11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17] about the CCText and physics concepts. Simply Ref. [11] studied on the CCText by comparing them to the traditional texts (TT) in physics and current the texts in their studies. This directs that there is not enough suggestion display that CCText are more effective in reorganizing the misconceptions. The persistence of this study is to develop a tested conceptual change text which can help lecturers guide their learners to reorganize their misconceptions only by reading a text. Based on the research-background, we have been developing a Visual Multi-Media Supported Conceptual Change Text (VMMSCCText) since 2016. The subject of the conceptual change text is a neutral object and the target misconception is "neutral objects are objects that have no electrical charger" [18], [19].

II. METHODS

The ADDIE model of research methods has been utilized to develop Visual Multi-Media Supported Conceptual Change Text (VMMSCCText), which includes the steps of Analyzing, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation. The development of VMMSCCText through ADDIE model has been applied to the pre-service elementary school teacher, as consequently the students were able to be identified hold the existing concept. The research was accompanied by the academic year 2016/2017 at the PGSD FKIP Riau University.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The development of Visual Multi-Media Supported Conceptual Change Text (VMMSCCText) on the neutral object concepts is highlighting on the conceptual approach to re-conceptualize pre-service elementary school teachers more expansively understanding the concepts. Furthermore, VMMSCCText development will be discussed as follows.

A. Analyzing

The analyzing step was a process of needs assessment such the stage to identify the research problems (needs) and to perform tasks' analyze. The output of the analyzed process was more emphasis on conceptual teaching through the use of a multimedia computer. Based on further analysis, researchers have been obtained the development of VMMSCCText. Analyses were also conducted on "SAP" or learning plan and syllabus of the Calculus-based basic concept of science at that moment researchers totally conducted a fundamental revision of the “SAP" and the existing syllabus. The “SAP" and syllabus have been developed based on a conceptual approach through a VMMSCCText. With the existence of a fundamental revision of the curriculum and syllabus, the analyzing process produced the developing VMMSCCText shown more emphasis on the concept of a neutral object.

B. Design

This step was known as making a blue-print, similar with the building before it is built there should be a design on paper first. Design in question is the design of VMMSCCText used in learning. VMMSCCText design concept focused on static electricity concept especially in the main concept of the neutral object via simulations, figure, and videos. This VMMSCCText design includes science concepts such as; atoms, static electricity and matter. An example of a multimedia design developed in VMMSCCText in the form of storyboards is presented in Fig 1.

![An Example of VMMSCCText](image1)

C. Development

The development step is the process of realizing the blueprint or design had become a reality. This means that at this step everything needed or that would support the learning process should have been well prepared. As an example of the design, the development phase has been prepared based on multimedia shape as the following example:

![An example questions’ VMMSCCText](image2)

The development was undertaken involving the development design and VMMSCCText content. VMMSCCText design that was developed using the program Flash MX and Java Applet were independently developed by the researchers and there were also used Physics Education Technology (PhET) Simulation and others.
D. Implementation

Implementation is the real step to implement a learning system that is being created. That is, at this step all that has been developed is installed or set in such a way appropriate to the role or function to be implemented. Once the product is ready, self-educated learning then re-evaluated and revised so as to produce a final product that is ready to be disseminated. But at the initial design VMMSCCText is only done on a small group trial and evaluation. Here is an example of the implementation of the VMMSCCText in Basic Science Concept.

E. Evaluation

Evaluation is the process of learning to understand whether the system is being constructed effectively, conferring to preliminary anticipations or not. Evaluation step was intelligent to be carried out at each of the four steps over the supposed formative evaluation because this step typical was evaluated in implementing the process. For the sample in the implementation step desired practiced reviews to give input to the drawn from the tap that was being made. This could be seen in the use of aspects of VMMSCCText could be used at home and in the classroom. In adding, VMMSCCText was also used as a focus on the learning activities in the prior stage. The effectiveness of learning using VMMSCCText was able to be evaluated by using test items namely Field Conceptual Change Inventory (FCCI) as understanding (U), misconceptions (M), no understanding (NU), partial understanding (PU) and no code (UC) the neutral object conceptions for re-conceptualizing the concepts to be more scientific conceptions (or conceptual change process as given by Table I and better prepare in exploring the next learning activities.

IV. CONCLUSION

Established on the analysis data, it can be concluded that the development of VMMSCCText on the neutral object through ADDIE developing model (Analyzing, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation) was able to effectively increase the pre-service elementary school teachers understanding on the neutral object.
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